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Back to Basics

An overview of some common issues relating 

to simple domestic extensions that can lead to 
significant compliance problems
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How is Building work assessed
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GUIDANCE

Statutory Instrument

Enforcing Legislation Building Act 1984

Building Regulations 
2010 set the technical 
standards/objectives

Approved 
Documents

Supplementary 
Guidance

Building Bulletins, 
British/EN 
Standards



The Building Regulations
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Appropriate – Reasonable – Adequate – Suitable

Responsibility?



Don’t forget …
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Back to Basics

1. Foundations

2. Drainage

3. DPC arrangements

4. Thermal Insulation

5. Roof ventilation
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Foundation solutions

Strip/trench fill

Cure? Example of local failure
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1. Foundations

Alternative foundation design solutions

Ground conditions and contaminants

Clay subsoils and the potential effect of trees

Existing sewers and the requirements of the 

Water Authority
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1. Foundations
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Foundation solutions

Strip/trench fill

Piles

Pier and beam

Raft
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Foundation solutions

Strip/trench fill

How deep?

How wide?

Concrete mix?
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Foundation solutions

Strip/trench fill
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Foundation solutions

Strip/trench fill
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Foundation solutions

Strip/trench fill

How deep?

Foundations to be taken down 
to the invert of adjacent  
existing sewers having regard 
to the  ‘angle of repose’ 
subject to ground conditions*

*Trees in clay subsoil to be 
discussed further
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Foundation solutions

Strip/trench fill

How wide?

Width will depend on 
the soil type as defined 
in Table 10 of Approved 
Document A

Typically 600mm for a 
300mm cavity wall 
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Foundation solutions

Strip/trench fill

How wide?

Example of an inadequate
plain concrete strip 
foundation cast on site
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Foundation solutions

Strip/trench fill

Concrete mix

1:2:4

C20/C25
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Foundation solutions

Strip/trench fill

Concrete mix
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Foundation solutions

Strip/trench fill

Example of inadequate 
strength mixed on site
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Foundations
Piles

Driven pile foundations
Cast-in-situ pile foundations
Combined pile foundations 
End-bearing piles
Friction piles
Bored piles 
Driven piles 
Screwed piles
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Foundations
Screwed Piles

Screw piling is a method which uses circular hollow galvanised 
steel pile shafts with one or more steel helices attached to 
them and can be installed rapidly with minimum sound and 
vibration disturbance. 

Screw piles, also known as helical piles or screw anchors, are 
fastened into the ground much like a screw is fastened into 
wood, as opposed to other piling solutions which are driven 
into the ground or augured and cast in-situ.
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Foundations
Screwed Piles

The Advantages of Screw Piles
This is an effective and sustainable method of deep foundation support as the 
required loads can be achieved by putting less material into the ground and 
taking less out. The piles cut through the ground along a constant angle rather 
than boring out a hole. Similarly to driven piling, savings can be made not only 
on timescale but by reducing both the cost of muck away and the carbon 
footprint of the project.

When the screw pile has achieved its required depth it will remain there and 
can be topped up with concrete if the design calls for it. In some instances the 
screw piles can be removed from the ground at a later date if necessary with 
less complications than other pile types.
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Foundations
Screwed Piles

Popular solution for 
‘Garden Rooms’

Each project to be
specifically designed and 
will be subject to checking
by our Consulting
Structural Engineer
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Foundations

Piles

Failures can occur
when installations 
are not designed to 
accommodate
specific site conditions
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Foundation solutions

Pier and beam
Where required due to existing 

local obstructions, eg bridging

sewers. 

Beams (RC or steelwork) spanning 
between the piers should be by a 
qualified SE and will be subject to 
our own internal check.
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Foundation solutions

Raft
Where required due to 
existing poor ground 
conditions, trees etc. 

Rafts should always be
designed by a qualified
SE and will be subject to
our own internal check. Differential settlement should be 
considered with regard to the existing construction.
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Foundations

Trees

The potential effect of existing trees on the proposed 
building.

This is often overlooked at the design stage. 

In areas of high shrinkable soil the existence of trees 
to be noted upon the first inspection.
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Foundations

Trees

Modified Plasticity Index

Where the PI has not been determined by test, we are likely to work 
on a ‘High Change Potential’ 
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Foundations

Trees

LABC/NHBC Foundation Depth Calculators

https://info.labcwarranty.co.uk/foundation-calculator

https://nhbc-standards.co.uk/4-foundations/4-2

-building-near-trees/4-2-13-foundation-depth-tables/
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Foundations

Trees

Identification of tree types

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/trees-woods-and-
wildlife/british-trees/tree-id-app/

Analysis of subsoil

https://k4soils.com/
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Foundations

Trees

Additional provisions

Clayboard protection to protect 
against clay heave and ground 
movement to inside faces of 
external wall foundations deeper
than 1.50m.
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Foundations

Trees

Additional provisions. 
Suspended Floors are required where the:

Depth of fill exceeds 600mm,

There is shrinkable soil that could be subject to movement,
Ground has been subject to vibratory improvement, or
Ground or fill is not suitable to support ground-bearing slabs
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Foundation solutions

Build-Over Consents
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Build-Over Consents
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Drainage

The extension of a dwelling will usually require additional foul 
and storm drainage connections.

Storm water
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Ventilation of floor voids

Adequate provision to Part C guidance 
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Ventilation of floor voids

Adequate provision to Part C guidance 
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Ventilation of floor voids

Radon Guidance                                               www.ukradon.org
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Ventilation of floor voids

Radon Guidance                                                      www.ukradon.org
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Storm water
Simple soakaway

Where subsoil conditions
allow – Percolation test

Min 4.5m from any building

Soakaway volume below 
pipe invert

Volume = Area x (rainfall rate/3000)
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Storm water

Connecting land drains to an 
storm existing system.

Where land drains (French drains)
need to be laid or re-directed, 
connection should be made
via a catch pit.
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Foul water

Connecting new drains to an 
existing private system.

Compatibility of pipework.

uPVC to Vitrified Clay.

Saddle connections

4” to 6” (100mm – 150mm).
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Foul water

Connecting new drains to an 
existing private system in the
direction of flow

Using pre-formed uPVC IC units 

New brickwork manholes less likely
to be constructed nowadays
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DPC Arrangements

Horizontal and Vertical Damp Proof Course

Horizontal
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DPC Arrangements

Horizontal and Vertical Damp Proof Course

Horizontal

Ensure external leaf DPC is a min of two course above GL

Bed DPC and ensure full laps on corners/continuation

Floor slab DPM to link to inner leaf DPC

Option to step DPC on sloping sites
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Stepped DPC

Check corresponding 
internal provision

Pre-formed stepped
DPCs are available

Incorporating trays
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DPC Arrangements

Vertical DPC

Closer to prevent cold bridge 
and prevent damp ingress

Example of a proprietary unit
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DPC Arrangements

Vertical DPC

Closer to prevent cold 

bridge and prevent 

damp ingress
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Cavity wall 
insulation

Cavity width

Insulation type

Cavity closers

Wall ties
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Cavity wall insulation

Cavity width

No requirement dependant on insulation specification and U 
value (typically 0.28) being met

Check whether the insulation is suitable as a ‘full-fill’ 
application or a residual cavity is required – this will be specific 
to individual materials 

Where a warranty provider is appointed, you should also check 
if they have any additional requirements
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Cavity wall insulation

Full fill
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Cavity wall insulation

Full fill
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Cavity wall insulation

Partial fill

Correct
wall ties
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Roof insulation/ventilation

Cold Roof /Warm roof (deck)
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Roof insulation/ventilation
Cold Roof /Warm roof (deck) Comparisons

Warm roof will not require cross ventilation

Increased height might not be achievable or allowable (LPA)

Ensure wall insulation meets the deck to avoid cold bridging

Cold roof requires adequate depth in joist/rafter to achieve U 
value, dependant on insulation type specified

Roof to be adequately cross-ventilated
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Cold Roof 
Cross-ventilation
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Cold Roof 
Cross-ventilation
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Thank you for listening

alan@londonbuildingcontrol.co.uk
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Head Office:

London Building Control,

13 Woodstock Street, Mayfair,

London, W1C 2AG

Tel: 0207 099 3636

www.londonbuildingcontrol.co.uk

info@londonbuildingcontrol.co.uk

Offices also in:

Chichester: 01243 882990

Manchester: 0161 660 0806

Welwyn Garden City: 01707 248611

Exeter: 01392 240770


